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PEEK INSIDE...
Boost Juice founder Janine Allis’
stunning Melbourne home
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Starting from scratch allowed homeowners Charles
and Premila to build their dream home – one that
suited their design preferences and lifestyle.
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ABOVE The dramatic leaf-print rug in the living
room is from HipHome and the trunk side table
is from Boyd Blue, with Designer Boys
mother-of-pearl artworks.
RIGHT A pleasing array of different elements
provides texture and interest in this eating nook.
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fter only two years of living in
their newly built home on
Sydney’s North Shore, Charles
and Premila have certainly
experienced their fair share of
memorable occasions – there was Charles’
50th birthday celebration, night visits from a
bilby and some interesting encounters with
other local wildlife including a ‘bush turkey
scare’ and a ‘blue-tongue lizard hazard’, which
Charles laughs about as he recalls the memory.

A

ROLLING STONE
The couple often enjoy the company of their
two young nieces who spend plenty of time
visiting. “We wanted to build a house that
allowed two generations to live in it
separately and harmoniously if required, and
I also wanted to express my inner architect,”
Charles says. “Though I have now gotten rid
of that bug!”
Attracted to the home’s secluded and
peaceful North Shore location, its proximity

to family members, convenient access to the
inner city, public transport, shopping centres
and the Northern Beaches, the couple love
living where they are but, having never
stayed longer than four years in any home,
they’re planning to experience apartment
living next time.

ADDRESSING DIFFERENT NEEDS
Karen Muller of Real Living Interiors styled
the internal and external areas of the home.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
Favourite things: “There are many pieces, however I must say I love the
industrial cabinetry in the office and the rustic cart in the sitting area,” Karen says.
“I absolutely love the jewel-box effect of the back of the house and the gazebo
and cabana – the result of my wife’s imagination,” Charles says.
Luckiest find: “The rustic old cart coffee table. It makes the room interesting,
tells a story and is textured and unusual,” Karen says.
Karen’s biggest challenge: Catering for the owners’ tastes and working with the
existing surfaces while also styling the home with future potential buyers in mind.

ABOVE The open-plan living area has floor-toceiling windows. “It is light-filled, tranquil and
feels like an extension of the garden – it’s
surprisingly magical when it rains!” Premila says.
ABOVE LEFT The striking black-and-white
striped ottoman was custom-made.
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“IT’S ABOUT CREATING DESIGNS THAT EMBODY THEIR
PERSONAL TASTE IN FURNISHINGS AND FITTINGS.”

“My wife and I are both fans of Karen and
her work,” Charles says. “Karen’s worked on
three of our homes so far.” The main fixtures
and surfaces were already in place so she was
briefed to provide a spacious, eclectic and
versatile look using furnishings.
Karen worked to the owners’ tastes,
keeping in mind that the property would be
sold in the future and thus would need to
have broad appeal. This was something of a
conflict in design directions. “When styling a

home for sale, the house is all about the
potential buyer. It’s about creating appeal to
the widest possible audience and one where
the potential purchasers can see themselves
living,” Karen says. “Manipulation of
furnishings, culling of clutter and neutralising
space is often required. Creating a serene
environment through colour and design is
often a winning solution to pre-sales styling.”
On the other hand, creating styles for
homeowners that have no plans to move is

very different as the end result is dictated by
the homeowners’ individual likes and
dislikes, so it’s about creating designs that
embody their personal taste in furnishings
and fittings – providing practical solutions for
a useable home and creating an environment
that reflects the family.
Premila and Charles have eclectic tastes,
hence they wished to engage a designer to
act as a referee to pull it all together. “They
love bright, bold colours paired with
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The handsome study’s nautical theme
is complemented by a Chinese
writing desk from Sense of Soul.

PREMILA AND CHARLES’
LITTLE BLACK BOOK
Real Living Interiors
0411 850 264 or
www.reallivinginteriors.com.au
Custom Building Solutions
0414 320 261 or
www.custombuildingsolutions.com.au
Ezigrow Landscape Gardeners
0402 246 910 or www.ezigrow.com.au
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substantial furnishings – and anything black
often catches Charles’ eye!” Karen relates.
With this in mind, the conflict of individual
style versus the serene colourways and
neutral furnishings predominantly used for
pre-sales styling needed to be addressed.
To provide a happy solution Karen kept the
large base pieces of furniture neutral and
complemented them with interesting, quirky,
textured pieces that appealed to the owners’
style. To bind the rooms together, bold
contrasting accent colours picked up from
artworks and decorative items were used as
the basis for the soft furnishings.

THE FINISHED PRODUCT
The couple enjoys having company over as
the open-plan layout at the rear of the house
leads to the garden, giving a lot of options for
entertaining and allowing guests to mingle
easily and move in and out of the yard as
they please. “It allows us easy access to the
kitchen while still being in contact with our
guests,” says Premila, who enjoys whipping
up yummy roasts in winter and utilising
homegrown herbs.
Premila and Charles like to lounge in the
hanging pods in their cedar-lined, timber
gazebo as it’s the ultimate getaway spot and
it lets them admire the jewel-box effect of the
back of the house. On rainy days, they love

ABOVE The benchtop, which has a hand-carved, recessed drainer, features Volga Blue
granite that has iridescent peacock colours and a several shades of green and brown
mixed in. “We had to find a high-lustre Italian splashback tile to go with it,” Charles says.
BELOW The kitchen features bar stools from Domayne, which Charles says are
comfortable and practical. A Westinghouse fridge and Qasair rangehood means they can
cook barbecue-style meals indoors.

LEFT Glass doors open out to a stylish timber
deck, with furniture from Harvey Norman that’s
just made for entertaining.
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Carpeting by Victoria Carpets
was laid in every bedroom.

“TO BIND
THE ROOMS
TOGETHER, BOLD
CONTRASTING
ACCENT COLOURS
WERE PICKED UP
FROM ARTWORKS AND
DECORATIVE ITEMS.”
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RIGHT The master bedroom’s generous size allows for
plenty of seating nooks.
BELOW Helping to create a cool, nautical vibe, the framed
sailboat prints are from La Grolla.
BELOW RIGHT “In the main bathroom we incorporated
a skylight and a lighted niche with glass shelving which we
used as a focal point to showcase some of our artwork,”
Charles says.

watching the rain pour off the gazebo into
the reflection pond below, and at night they
look on in awe as lighting transforms the
entire backyard into a calming space. “A
good gardener/landscaper is as important as
an interior designer,” Charles relates. “It’s
great to have worked with a lot of
accommodating experts.”
Karen worked tirelessly to complete the
interiors in time for Charles’ 50th birthday,
and when the day arrived he had a great time
celebrating with family as they feasted on the
50 favourite dishes that Premila arranged!
Having reviewed and revised plans for the
house over a year, both Charles and Premila
say they are completely satisfied with every
aspect and wouldn’t change a thing. “We
closely monitored the work and got exactly
what we wanted – and a bit more,” Charles
says contentedly.
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Charles and Premila had power points installed in the
alfresco area and cabana which allows them to set up
things like an outdoor bar when they hold large parties.

KAREN MULLER’S TIPS FOR
RE-STYLING YOUR HOME
• Often there are many reasons for a redesign. Give consideration to all reasons
but determine what the main objective is and how it can be achieved in
conjunction with the other requirements.
• Design often conflicts with practicality so be prepared to compromise in your
styling. For example, you may love the look of a crisp, clean room, layered
white-on-white fabrics and soft shag-pile rugs, however, if you have children and
pets this look may not be realistic for your home. Consider what is most
important to you and let it direct the styling.
• If you have a piece of artwork, decor or furniture that you love, position it so it
becomes a focal point of the room.
• To ensure a seamless look, be certain that new items you are considering are
linked to existing pieces through either colour or design. Do a floor plan –
measure the room, mark power points and windows and measure furnishings
before you purchase items to ensure they will fit.
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“WE WANTED TO BUILD A
HOUSE THAT ALLOWED
TWO GENERATIONS TO
LIVE IN IT SEPARATELY
AND HARMONIOUSLY.”

Specially sourced Indonesian marble
flagstones, which are a similar colour to
the interior tiles, were laid outdoors.
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